
T Jontec Repello

Water based impregnator for stone

Description
Water based penetrating sealer for the protection of uncoated porous natural stone
and ceramic surfaces, both indoors and outdoors. Effectively creates a dirt repellent
protection on the floor to facilitate cleaning. The product is invisible and does not
change the appearance of the floor.

Key properties
•   Water based formulation
•   Creates a dirt repellent protection
•   Does not change the appearance
•   Easy to apply, neutral odour

Benefits
•   Environmentally responsible, best against mineral oil and greasy soil
•   Eases the cleaning and extends the intervals of periodic maintenance
•   Retards staining up to 2 hours after liquid has fallen onto floor
•   Respects appearance and colours of the stone
•   Fast and effective method after deep cleaning operation

Use instructions
1.  Treat only deep cleaned and dry floors.
2.  Shake well before use.
3.  Working in 2-3 m2 areas, evenly distribute the product on the stone floor using

either a clean mop, a polish applicator or single disc machine (<200rpm) with red
pad to completely wet the surface.

4.  Keep wet for 3-5 minutes and do not allow to dry on floor surface during that time
(eventually add extra product). Remove excess product if needed.

5.  Repeat the treatment, if necessary, after 1-3 hours when dry to touch.

Dosage:
Ready to use, no dilution required.
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T Jontec Repello

Technical data
Appearance: Clear, yellow liquid
pH value (neat): ≈ 7
pH value (in use): ≈ 7
Relative density (20°C): 1.001 g/cm³
The above data is typical of normal production and should not be taken as a specification.

Safe handling and storage information
Full guidance on the handling and disposal of this product is provided in a separate Safety Data Sheet; sds.diversey.com. Store in original
closed containers away from extremes of temperature.
Only for professional users / specialists.

Product compatibility
Product coverage depends on the porosity of the floor. Consumption can vary drastically. Check floor porosity with water prior to
application in order to adapt consumption of product. Typical consumption is 10 to 40 ml/m2 per application (1 L of product will cover
25-100 m2).
 

In some cases (dark polished surfaces), a white layer of excess product will be visible on the floor. In that case, remove excess product
using a clean dry towel or squeegee. If floor is dry, add or spray water on top of the surface and buff dry using a dry towel or single disc
machine (<200 rpm) and red pad, moving at all times.
 

Floors may be slippery before excess product is wiped away and floor is completely dry.
 

Once dry, the treatment does not modify the safety characteristics of the floor.

Available pack sizes
TASKI Jontec Repello is available in 2x5L.
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